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Abstract
Double purge or affination of C – magma offers an opportunity to improve color of Raw Sugar by reducing
the recycle of final molasses to the first crystallization stage. The system can be implemented in a traditional
three-boiling scheme with minor process changes. It requires the addition of a second centrifugation after an
initial centrifugation of C – massecuite. Little or no water is applied to the first centrifugation to obtain 79 – 81
magma purity. In a second centrifugation, the magma is affined, producing 92 – 94 magma purity. The wash
molasses – 62 to 66 purity, can be blended with either the A or B molasses. The high purity magma becomes
the footing for A and B massecuites. Results obtained during the 2012 season from two Louisiana factories,
processing cane from the same sources, showed that a double purge system improved the raw sugar
color about 50% (1,400 CU compared to 3,000 CU, as measured by the modified ICUMSA method 4 - 1978).
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Introduction
Louisiana sugar refineries have raised their standards for
raw sugar polarization and color to approach those for HP (high
polarization) and VHP (very high polarization) sugars. Table 1
shows standards for the common high grade raw sugars in the
world market.
Overheating and recirculation of impurities (non-sucrose or
non-sugars) cause color formation and enhance color transfer
to the raw sugar crystals during crystallization. Non-sugars can
partition to different parts of raw sugar crystals such as: 1) to
the external mother liquor layer surrounding the surface of the

Table 1. High grade raw sugar specifications, color @ pH 7.0
in ICUMSA Units IU (Rein, 2007)
Polarization
(°Z)

Color
(IU)

Producers

V-VHP (Very,
very high
pol)

> 99.6

300 –
700

Brazil (VVHP), Australia
(QHP)

VHP (Very
High Pol)

> 99.3

1100 –
2000

South Africa (VHP),
Australia (IHP)

HP (High
Pol)

98.0 – 99.3

~1800

South Africa (HP),
Australia (Brand1)
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crystal; 2) absorbed or bound to the crystal faces – inclusion;
and 3) trapped between crystal layers due to rapid growth rate
– occlusion (van der Poel et al., 1998). Chou (2000) and Bento
(2009) state that the best way to achieve a good sugar quality
(low color and low ash content) is at the boiling house by insuring
high C-magma quality (the seed for the first and/or the second
strikes of a Three-boiling scheme).The three boiling scheme has
the higher sugar recovery and the lower energy requirements
compared to the other boiling systems (Birkett and Schaffer,
1981).
The three boiling scheme produces Raw Sugar from two
sequential crystallizations (A & B strikes) and uses as seed
sugar, crystals from a third crystallization (C strike). Several
modifications to the original three-boiling scheme have been
proposed for the production of higher quality raw sugar (van
Hengel, 1983). The most common modifications are: increased
washing on A and B centrifuges; remelt of the C-sugar for
high purity graining for A and B massecuites; a double magma
scheme which produces sugar only from A massecuite, seeding
B massecuites with C magma and seeding A massecuites with B
magma; and a VHP boiling scheme where C magma is the seed
for B massecuites and the B sugar is melted producing raw sugar
only from the A massecuite (van Hengel, 1983, Wright, 1996,
Broadfoot, 2006). High recirculation and, therefore, more installed

magma; and a VHP boiling scheme where C magma is the seed for B
melted producing raw sugar only from the A massecuite (van Hengel
2006). High recirculation and, therefore, more installed capacity are i
modifications. In Louisiana, the premiums paid above the base raw su
sugar does not justify major changes to the traditional boiling scheme
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Figure 1 Three-boiling scheme with double purge of C-magma. A, B
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in pans and centrifugal separation of the sugar
crystals from the run o

content. Effective management of the two first stages (A and B strikes) will allow control of purity and
volumetric flow of B molasses preventing purity and volume increase of the C massecuite.
Improvements of raw sugar quality using double

purge of C-magmaof a C-magma double purge at Lula Factory (Belle Rose, Louisiana)
Implementation

A double purge system for Lula factory was designed and integrated into their traditional 3boiling
scheme
2012. Figureof2the
shows
the
details
of the
design.
Figure
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Screw Conveyor

Figure 2 Design and implementation of the double purge system at Lula Sugar Factory
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Lula Factory (Belle Rose, Louisiana)
Raw sugar was sampled and analyzed every 3 hours at two
Factory sampling and analysis
factories (Lula & Westfield) for polarization and moisture according
A double purge system for Lula factory was designed and
to ICUMSA methodology. A daily composite sample of raw sugar
The
sampling
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integrated into
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composite raw sugar samples were analyzed mostly according
During the 2012 crop season, the double purge system started
to a refinery protocol defined by the Sugar No. 16 contract (ICE,
continuous operation on 10/21/2012, stopping only at liquidation
2008). The most relevant analyses were: polarization, moisture,
at the end of the season. Because of the purity (62 – 66) of the
ash, grain size, whole and affined raw color (modified ICUMSA
3 4 – 1978), dextran (MAU), and starch (ICUMSA GS1-17 - 2005).
double purge molasses, this stream was usually sent to the A
molasses tank. Routine analyses of the 2nd magma and double
purge wash streams were added to the lab work load. The purity
Factory color profile
ranges for these streams were defined by the Audubon Sugar
Institute. The process was closely supervised by the managers
A series of grab samples were taken from the feed and output
and engineers of Lula. The raw sugar analysis results from the
of each crystallization stage for color analysis (modified ICUMSA
double purge system at Lula factory were compared with those
GS1/3-7 (2002) 8.5 pH raw sugar solution).
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color analysis (modified ICUMSA GS1/3-7 (2002) 8.5 pH raw sugar solution).
Results and discussion
The model for the double purge system of C magma, blending the double purge molasses with B
molasses is shown in Figure 3. The model is specific for Lula factory as the material flow rates depend on
exhaustion levels, which are determined by installed capacity. The model was created using the average
TM
Figure 3. Section
model – for
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parameter
valuesfrom
fordouble-purge
the 2012 season
this. mill.
nd
centrifuge 2670 produces the double purge sugar to prepare the 2 magma. Optional blending of double purge molasses to A, B
molasses or to syrup
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The
A MASS
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6.5
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5.9
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2.0
model is specific
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4
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0.069
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9.1
0.053
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9.7
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9.4
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A
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0.050
0.053
7.3
0.053
0.053
0.3
flow rates depend
on
exhaustion
B MOL
T.SOL/TC
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0.059
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0.045
- 10.6 0.035
0.031
- 11.2
levels, which are
MAG1
T.SOL/TC
0.025
0.030
22.3
0.019
0.024
23.0
0.014
0.018
22.1
determined
by
MAG2
T.SOL/TC
n.a.
0.017 n.a.
n.a.
0.014
n.a.
n.a.
0.010
n.a.
installed capacity.
DP MOL
T.SOL/TC
n.a.
0.013 n.a.
n.a.
0.010
n.a.
n.a.
0.008
n.a.
The model was
created using the
average parameter values for the 2012 season for this mill.
(Brix). The massecuite flows are reported in cubic meter per
Simulations of the 3 boiling scheme with and without double
ton of cane and in tons of solids per ton of cane (Metric Units).
purge of C-magma were run for the same volumetric rate of syrup
Molasses and magma were reported in tons of solids per ton of
input, for the same amount of refractometric solids (65 Brix) and
cane. An important observation from these simulations is that
for 3 different syrup purities (82, 86 and 90). Other parameters
the volumetric rate of these materials can fluctuate between 40
were fixed according to the year-to-date values of the factory
to 60 %, from low purity to high purity, while double purge for a
report. Brix and Purity of the raw sugar produced was fixed at
determined purity only changes massecuites flow-rate +/-10%.
99.7 and 99.3 respectively. The expected flow-rates according
Figure 4 shows the effect of syrup purity on massecuites flowto the simulations are shown in Table 2. Flow-rate depends
rate. This information is important considering the installed
strongly on the molasses dilution or massecuites tightening
capacity of the factory. When syrup purity is low (~82) the low
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the core of the crystal, reduced ~15% at the same polarization.
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Figure 6 Raw sugar color comparison between Lula (Lu) and Westfield (Wf):
Lu
grade station requires increased capacity to keep up with the
Table
3.
Comparison
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raw
sugar
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Color
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boiling house,
and when
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Figure 5 shows the average daily purities of the magmas
and double purge (DP) molasses. They fluctuated around the
expected values (DP molasses ~63, 1st Magma ~80 and 2nd
Magma ~93). Spikes of low purities wash molasses probably
were caused by leaks of final molasses into the first magma in
the first set of centrifuges (4 SW 4630 – basket 1170 mm, 2000
rpm and screen 0.06 mm).
Figure 6 shows raw sugar produced by double purge of
C-magma at Lula compared with sugar produced by Westfield
without double purge. The level of improvement of whole color
at Lula factory for a polarization of 99.2 °Z was ~ 40%. Affined
color, which is related to the color included in the core of the
crystal, reduced ~15% at the same polarization.
Table 3 shows the weighted average of sugar quality parameters,
evaluated after a month of continuous operation of double purge
of C-magma (10/23/12-11/26/12). Conductivity ash was 57%
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of
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0.15
0.17
Reducing Sugars %
°Z
Polarization

Table 4. Comparison of 3 years of some performance
parameters from Lula’s factory reports and from Audubon
Sugar Institute “molasses survey”
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"2010"

"2011"

"2012"
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Tons/
day

9,168

10,604

10,886

Syrup Purity

%

85.9
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86.4

Overall Recovery

%

85.6

85.3

85.8

Birkett, H. S. & SCHAFFER, F. C. A comparison of raw sugar boiling

Molasses True
Purity

%

46.4

45.1

42.5

schemes. American Society of Sugar Cane Technologists., 1981. Proc

Molasses TPD

%

11.9

9.7

9.7
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Conclusions
A comparison of results obtained during the 2012 season for
two Louisiana factories, processing cane from the same sources,
showed that the double purge system improved raw sugar color
approximately on ~50% (1,500 compared to 3,000 CU at pH
8.5). The ash content reduced ~ 60% and the affined color was
reduced ~20%. Other impurities in raw sugar were not changed
by use of this modified boiling scheme. There was no detectable
effect on factory performance even though grinding rates were
higher than previous seasons. There is still room for improvement
on factory performance of Lula but the experience learnt on
2012 has given guidance to enhancing future performance using
double purge of C-magma.
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